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Wine Enthusiast is the world’s leading source for wine accessories, storage, and gifts. 

They are a world-renowned multi-channel marketer, and WineEnthusiast.com is among 

the Internet Retailer’s Top 500 e-tailers in the US.

“What would have taken months of tech and design time to get up and running, took 

less than a few days with Bluecore. We have been able to drive 16% more lift while only 

sending 1% more emails.”

— Glenn Edelman, Chief Marketing Officer, Wine Enthusiast
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The Problem

Wine Enthusiast, like many other eCommerce retailers, initially met with Bluecore 

despite already employing a robust promotional email program. The goal was to push the 

envelope by adding a behavioral real-time email program that would:                   

1. Identify more meaningful touch points

2. Provide up-sell and cross-sell functionality 

3. Ensure that customers didn’t get too many emails 

4. Identify customers even if they weren’t logged in

 
The catch? They wanted to add this functionality without allocating significant technical 

resources as part of the implementation process.
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The Solution

Only a matter of days after signing on with Bluecore, Wine Enthusiast had an intelligent 

Product Abandonment and Cart Abandonment email program up and running. Related 

products were generated automatically based on on-site behavior. All the triggered 

emails were prioritized in real-time and frequency-capped which ensured that customers 

received better emails and not more emails. Wine Enthusiast would later add Post 

Purchase and Search Abandonment to their suite of triggers.

“Our customers simply interact with Bluecore emails at astonishing rates.”
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The Results

Bluecore drove a 16% lift in Wine Enthusiast’s email channel revenue, while only increasing overall 

email volumes by less than 1%. Blucore’s emails performed 31x better than previous retargeting 

emails. Below you can see the results of the Product Abandonment email in particular:
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58% 
OPEN RATE

AVG. ACROSS ALL TRIGGERS

16.7% 
CLICK-THROUGH RATE

AVG. ACROSS ALL TRIGGERS

12%
CONVERSION RATE

$3.86 
REVENUE PER EMAIL


